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It’s gentle, it’s robust, and it’s powerful.

If it is said that the black energy and golden energy of George Han’s body were
coexisted in the past, it was caused by the blood of the dragon on the body moving
madly, and the suppression of the dragon by the golden body, the relationship between
the two is even more important. It’s like a suppression, a resistance.

At this time, the relationship between the two was completely reversed and changed.

The oppressive relationship between the two is completely non-existent. While the
golden light flourishes, it does not affect the expansion of the black energy at all. When
the black energy expands, it never carries the golden light, and even the two flourish
with each other. Not only is there no previous restraint or suppression, but a kind of
mutual help.

The golden light made the black energy more ferocious, and the black energy also made
the golden light thicker. It seemed that George Han’s body suddenly broke through the
barriers, and they were fighting together!

Even George Han was completely stunned by the sudden change.

However, soon, he understood the whole story.

The golden body’s rejection and suppression of demonic energy completely
disappeared, and the suppression and attempt to possess George Han’s entire body by
demonic energy also completely vanished at this time.

The two seem to have reached a certain consensus at certain moments. Not only did
they give up fighting each other, but instead, like old friends who had been in a tacit
understanding for a long time, they delineated their cooperation.

“Fate is really big.”

At this time, the voice of the soul of the magic dragon in his brain sounded lightly.

“The blood of the devil dragon kills very heavily and its hostility is very deep. Even I can’t
control it well, but it seems to be greedy for your body, so even when your body is on the
verge of danger, it is willing to Entrust yourself to your body to control it so that you can
resist the coming crisis.”

“Even me, I have never received treatment before.” The magic dragon’s voice contains
both envy and hatred, but there is also resignedly.



After all, one’s own blood has its own thoughts. The key is that it doesn’t love its own
body, but it also prefers other people’s bodies so much. How could this dragon, who was
the original owner, not be “jealous”? !

“Your golden body seems to feel its initiative, and the situation is compelling, so you no
longer fight with him, but help your body with him.”

“It’s so magical.” The dragon is depressed. The way. George Han nodded, and he could
also feel the completely different body at this time. Under the explanation of the magic
dragon, he fully understood what happened to the body.

“You boy is blessed, and if the blood of the gods and demons is there, I will be
miserable.” The magic dragon said speechlessly.

He was green.

And it was given green by a man.

“You have to be responsible to Lao Tzu.”

“Although for me now, the golden body no longer severely suppresses me, I can even
kill your divine consciousness, and then completely occupy your body.”

This is for the dragon. , It is indeed the best opportunity. When he first attacked George
Han, the golden body had a strong self-protection, so that even though the magic
dragon trapped George Han at the beginning, he was still trapped in his mind and
couldn’t do more. One step, I can only give up angrily and choose to cooperate with
George Han.

Nowadays, the golden body no longer protects itself strongly, and naturally it is an
excellent opportunity for the soul of the dragon.

But what is the use of the soul of the dragon? !

“Don’t look at Lao Tzu like this. Lao Tzu didn’t intend to take the opportunity to attack
you.” The magic dragon sighed boredly: “Although the defense of the golden body has
loopholes for me, Lao Tzu is not a person who takes advantage of others. One, Lao Tzu
has it. In case your golden body repels Lao Tzu, the blood of this dragon will help your
golden body with this dog’s posture and help Lao Tzu. How difficult it was for Lao Tzu at
that time.

” Or, even if it helps me, your golden body will not help me. With my strength, holding
your body in this situation, I may not be able to turn over.”

“Besides, I have been with you for a while. Time, Lao Tzu thinks that your kid is still a
person, I like it, I don’t want to fuck you.”



“So, from today, I officially retire, the blood of the dragon, this green tea bitch, I believe
you may be better than my control. Because it slanders your body.”

“When you have nothing to do in the future, use your spiritual knowledge to chat with
Lao Tzu.”

After finishing speaking, the dragon smiled bitterly: “I missed my life as a dragon, but I
didn’t expect that I would be so green in the end. When I panic, I didn’t expect it…”

“In the future, it will be you young people, and it will be your George Han’s.” The

words fell…
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words fell, the dragon disappeared and disappeared, and Li Liu George Han was still
stunned.

However, what he didn’t have time to think about was that the molten slurry was already
overflowing, it was hot, and George Han was already tightly wrapped!

But at almost the same time, the blood-black aura caused by the blood of the magic
dragon and the golden aura blooming in the golden body have been mobilized to the
maximum, making George Han look like a god and Buddha at this time. It’s like a demon
that destroys the world.

“The gods and demons are in the same body, the new king shall stand!”

Boom! ! !

Suddenly, after engulfing George Han, it turned into a calm molten giant sea. With a
violent explosion, the entire molten giant sea was completely restless.

In the next second, there was another loud bang, and a figure suddenly shot out from
the sea of   fire.

What he brought out immediately was the huge branches that still entangled him tightly.

With this loud noise, even the evil glutton who was in the same difficult process couldn’t
help but look up.

George Han flew into the sky, dragging the giant tree into the sky.

“Crack!”



“Crunch!” The

giant tree slammed hard, and George Han, who was like a god or devil, was suddenly
dragged by it, and the two sides went up and down, and fell into a great stalemate.
George Han’s body became brighter, causing the ancient tree to make a loud crunch.

It seems that everything is back to where it was just now.

It’s just that the last time George Han was dragged directly into the lava by it, this time,
will it still happen? !

As far as George Han is concerned, since he has come out from below, there is no
possibility of going back and forth.

With a frown between his eyebrows, George Han smiled grimly at the corner of his
mouth. With a sudden effort, the golden light and blood black light exploded on his body,
and all of a sudden, only the sound of the tree breaking.

“Bang!” There

was another loud noise, and the various branches tied to George Han suddenly broke.
The next second, as the branches collapsed and broke, the trunks of the giant trees that
were linked together began to split.

boom!

Even the trunk of the giant tree at the top could hardly stop the spread of this split
explosion. As it shattered, the shackles on George Han’s body were completely
dissipated.

There was a shock of energy on Wei Wei’s body, and the branches scattered on his
body instantly vanished. At this time, George Han suddenly bowed his head. The huge
but broken off nearly one-third of the ancient tree gave up the attack and quickly
retracted into the molten metal. in.”Want to escape?” George Han completely let go of
his hands and feet, but the ancient tree retracted extremely fast. At this time, it was
impossible to chase after him.

In the blink of an eye, George Han’s eyes were broken, but he barely retained a large
part of the trunk of the ancient tree. The next second, an acceleration rushed over.

Although it is broken, it still retains an indifferent and intact part. It is about a few meters
long, and it is old but extremely hard.

With a cold smile, George Han’s energy moved, immediately enveloping the huge
ancient tree, coldly looking at the molten lava underneath: “Aren’t you going to swallow
me? Shrinking what?” As



soon as the voice fell, George Han dragged. With the huge old tree limbs, he directly
dived down, came on top of the molten slurry, and smashed the huge tree directly away.

As George Han moved, the entire molten giant sea was like a bowl of red soup that was
stirred with a spoon, and it turned crazily as George Han stirred.

boom!

boom!

George Han turned more and more vigorously, and Juhai turned more and more
fiercely!

“Come on!” Angrily shouted, another stir, and the huge sea of   molten lava was even
more fierce!

But the old tree before has never been able to rise again. If there are creatures in this
huge sea at this time, I am afraid that it must have been dizzy, and the world will be
turned around.

“Enough!”

Almost at this time, as George Han raised the ancient tree again, an ancient and empty
voice came from the sea of   molten lava.

In this voice, some were impatient and some were dissatisfied.

“I thought you were going to be a tortoise with a shrunken head in this sea of   fire.”
George Han smiled coldly, retracted the old tree in his hand, and looked at the sea of
  fire indifferently.

“Ignorant child, dare to be so arrogant in front of me.” He snorted dissatisfiedly. The next
second, the entire molten slurry began to rotate at an extremely fast speed and diverted
countlessly, looking at George Han’s eyes. Like the blood of a person.

Wow!

Suddenly, all the molten lava diverged fiercely and dried up and disappeared on the
ground. For a moment, there was nothing on the ground to prevent the Buddha, but in
the next second, the dry ground began to burst and fall off, and a huge monster seemed
to be looming…
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